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In every field of science, research is driven by the data scientists are able to collect.
Specifically in the area of marine science, researchers at the Darling Marine Center (DMC) in
Walpole, Maine study the emergence events of undersea organisms. This thesis describes the
development of a system integrating hardware infrastructure and existing software
technology with a new software application, for the purpose of data acquisition at the DMC.
In their research, a Tracor Acoustic Profiling System (TAPS), measures the water
column density by utilizing sonar pulses at several different frequencies. A serial interface
provides access to the systems command structure and sounding data. The software
application developed, DarlGUI, provides the researchers of the DMC with an intuitive
graphical user interface written entirely in the MATLAB environment.
Beyond the development of DarlGUI, this thesis also discusses network
technologies, data transport techniques, and web-based data distribution. The culmination of
this systematic approach to the data collection needs of the DMC is a fully functional
application and retrieval method that has provided approximately a year of trouble-free
operation and has been implemented at other research locations.
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Chapter 1 – Background

The purpose of this chapter is to supply an adequate amount of background material
to follow and thoroughly understand the remainder of the thesis. Initially, a brief description
of the research underway at the Darling Marine Center (DMC) is discussed followed by an
overview of the supporting technology for the research. Lastly, this chapter provides an
introduction and overview to the data collection techniques and improvements implemented
in the new application produced by this project, the DarlGUI.

1.1 Introduction to Problem
This work was conducted in cooperation with the staff of the Darling Marine Center
(DMC) in Walpole, Maine.1 The DMC is the University of Maine’s predominate research
facility of the School of Marine Science. The research fields investigated there include
biogeochemistry, optical oceanography, and microbial ecology, among many others2.
Specifically, this research was directed by Dr. Peter Jumars, faculty member of the
DMC, and assisted by Shawn Shellito, graduate student. Their work concerned the
emergence and re-entry events of the mysid shrimp, Neomysis Americana3. The instrument
in use was a 6-frequency Tracor acoustic profiling system (TAPS), an active sonar system,
whose purpose is to measure acoustic backscatter at frequencies ranging from 265kHz to
3Mhz.3 The TAPS is presented in Figure 1.1, mounted on a rack for deployment to the
bottom of the Damriscotta River estuary.

1

Figure 1.1: The TAPS instrument (yellow) mounted for deployment.
The sounding data from the TAPS, in essence, determines the densities of the water
column present above the device. Because a school of even near microscopic organisms can
cause increased column density, these density readings allow Dr. Jumars, Mr. Shellito, and
their colleagues to hypothesize contributing factors to the emergence of mysid shrimp.
Published results of research concerning periodic correlations include tidal influences and
light-cued responses. An example of sounding data collected in the tidal study is picture in
Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Example of TAPS Sounding Data in a Published Paper.3

The scope of this thesis involves the development of an alternative data acquisition
application for the TAPS, in MathWorks’ MATLAB environment.4 As described in the next
chapter, older, proprietary software was originally in use, however, additional flexibility and a
platform upgrade was accomplished as a result of the move to MATLAB.

1.2 Original System
Initially, the research group utilizing the TAPS acquired their data via an application
that was provided by the manufacturer. This software was proprietary and written in the
QBasic programming language; while functional, it lacked flexibility and ran poorly on newer
equipment. The effort of maintaining obsolete equipment to sustain proprietary software is,
at best, suboptimal, and a shift to a more flexible platform was inevitable.
Also, at that point, the data collected by the TAPS instrument was stored on the
acquisition computer until such time it was transported, by floppy diskette, to the laboratory
for analysis. While this initially would appear to be an acceptable form of transportation,
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there are many disadvantages to the use of the diskette (described in future chapters), most
notable is the delay it presents. When attempting to achieve ‘real-time’ data collection the
floppy disk introduces a large and generally unnecessary delay between collection and
analysis.
At a later date, the move was made from the QBasic-based acquisition software to a
version written in Visual Basic (VB). This transition allowed for the software to operate on
more modern equipment (Pentium 3-based laptops running Microsoft Windows 2000) and
the available source code provided some flexibility. The interface for this VB-based
application can be seen in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Existing Visual Basic TAPS acquisition software.

1.3 Previous work
The system discussed in the previous section underwent some improvements in the
fall of 2003, under the direction of Dr. Bruce Segee and a graduate student, Evan
Chowdhury. Their work was the implementation of a wireless access point in order to access
the remote data collection nodes from the existing wired network computers5. A further
exploration and explanation of this practice is presented in Chapter 4.
4

Besides the removal of floppy diskette transport method, the remainder of the
original system remained in place.

1.4 Initial System Requirements
Following the graduation of Mr. Chowdhury, the author continued the work with
Dr. Bruce Segee on this body of research. While the wireless system had been implemented,
continued research into other technologies was conducted. Additionally, although the
Qbasic- based acquisition software was provided with available source code, the software for
processing the data was written in MATLAB and the programming experience of the
researchers involved with the TAPS was primarily MATLAB-based. Therefore, a new piece
of acquisition software that would be user serviceable was desired. Ultimately, research into
increasing accessibility and the ability of the data to be processed, would be a topic of
interest. With the DMC researchers’ requirements established, the project set forth.

1.5 Initial Approach & Goals
While the investigations into transport methods and network technologies were
primarily academic, the approach to developing the data collection application was largely
applied. There were several milestones to reach in order to achieve a completed and
functional application for field use.
The very first step was to investigate the interactions of the devices and the
computer connected to it. While the availability of some Visual Basic source code for the
existing software was available, it only provided leads to several of the instruments
commands. Without being able to see the data that resulted from those commands, the VB
was of little additional aide. Therefore, a ‘terminal’ application was utilized at the very
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beginning of the research to observe the device’s response. This application allows the user
to send data to a device and see the data that is returned. For example, Figure 1.4 shows the
instruments response to receiving the character ‘s’ for ‘status request’.

Figure 1.4: The TAPS Status via terminal program connection.

Likewise this ‘terminal’ technique was used to observe the instrument’s responses to
other known commands, such as ‘r’ to request a set of soundings, or ‘d’ to dump the current
stored sounding data back to the computer. Figure 1.5 illustrates a comparison of data
segments returned in ‘ASCII’ mode versus ‘binary’ mode, to the terminal program.

Figure 1.5: Comparison of ASCII (left) and Binary (right) data segments.
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To describe it briefly, the difference between ASCII and binary data modes lies
mostly in its usage of data bits. For example, a data point with a value of 100 could be sent
in ASCII as three 8-bit bytes, one for each digit. However, the number one hundred could
also be represented by the binary ‘01100100’ which can be sent in only one 8-bit byte. While
the clear advantage to binary transfer is the reduced amount of data to be transmitted, ASCII
mode has the advantage of being human readable. Either mode could be desirable,
depending on the circumstances of the application, thus the option is available in the final
product.
Having developed an understanding of the data flow involved in the application,
incremental development began. The first piece of software established serial
communication, sent commands and received data, without a user interface of any kind. The
next incremental release featured a command-line interface and an output file. At that point
in development, focus shifted to graphical interface development and after many trials the
final interface design was completed and the fully functional command-line interfaced
software was integrated to form the final DarlGUI application. The next chapter lays out in
greater detail the development of the various portions of the final application.

1.6 Thesis Organization
This thesis is presented in five chapters:
•

Chapter 2 describes the primary system design for the acquisition software
application. Beyond the outlining of the general design, details of specific
MATLAB™ functions, objects, and tools are discussed.

•

Chapter 3 discusses the advantages and disadvantages associated with the
various networking technologies considered for use in this application.
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Aspects considered include the physical/electronic concerns, as well as the
resulting protocols available for software development and interfacing.
•

Chapter 4 gives a breakdown of the retrieval techniques used to collect data
from the remotely installed collection node. Techniques discussed include
methods that were in use prior to the beginning of the research, methods
employed during the research and methods for future implementation.

•

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a discussion of the results of the
research and implementation of the final application. This chapter also
includes reflections on the future of this application and field of research as it
pertains to developing technologies and expanded capabilities. Lastly, this
chapter has concluding remarks from the author with regard to the
completion of the current stage of research.
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Chapter 2 – System Development

Given the tasks established in the previous chapter, this chapter explores the
development process of the ‘DarlGUI’ application written for the Darling Marine Center.
Figure 2.1 shows the block diagram of the complete system and individual components
within the scope of the application. It illustrates the control flow between the user
interactions with the graphical user interface (GUI) and the outcome with the external
devices.

Application

G
U
I

Serial
Comm.

Instrument

File
I/O

Data File

Event
Handler
Interval
Timer

Figure 2.1: System Block Diagram.

The chapter approaches each of the application’s objects individually, exploring the
inner workings of each from a functional standpoint followed by an explanation of the
MATLAB implementation of the concept. The chapter culminates with a section explaining
some issues encountered during the integration of the modules. The discussion begins with a
brief overview of programming in the MATLAB environment.
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2.1 MATLAB™ Programming Basics
As a programming tool MathWorks’ website states that “MATLAB is a high-level
language and interactive environment that enables you to perform computationally intensive
tasks faster than with traditional programming languages such as C, C++, and FORTRAN.”6
This means that for those who have programmed in a procedural and object oriented
languages before, MATLAB provides many of the same structures with slightly varied
syntax.
The language provides all basic programming structures and loops, such as if-thenelse, for, and while. Likewise, the language also provides higher level objects or modules that
can be created and modified much like C-style structs and C++-style classes. For instance, to
access and modify the internal variables of an Object the ‘dot’ operator can be used in this
form ‘ObjectName.PropertyName = Value;’. Additionally, once an object has been created
one can pass a handle, or pointer, to other functions that have an overloaded functionality
for that object type, i.e., the function ‘fopen’ can be used to open a file handle, the handle to
a serial port object, as well as other types.
Beyond the similarities to the languages above there is also functionality reminiscent
of JAVA and Visual Basic, such as the ability to write functions for the sole purpose of
handling specific application events. These event handling subroutines, referred to as
‘callback functions’ play an integral role in the development of applications where there are
many individual objects operating independently of the execution of the main program that
require attention at intermittent times. Several examples of such objects are discussed in the
sections that follow.
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2.2 Interval Timer Module
The interval timer module of the system design is quite literally the heartbeat of the
application. Its functionality drives and synchronizes the communication with the
instruments and provides a coherent data file for the user.
While the timer module is created during the initial launch of the application, it does
not begin to run until the user initiates it by asserting the ‘Start’ button. Once running the
interval time initiates serial communication with the instrument (as discussed in Chapter 2.3)
at a desired period.
By utilizing an independent free-running timer module, as opposed to a
decrementing loop in the main code, a higher level of time precision can be achieved,
thereby providing a more coherent and useful dataset. Additionally, by having a module
running the process can return to handling the user input from the GUI, allowing access and
proper functionality of the contents and buttons, while in a communication cycle. As seen in
the next section, MATLAB provides a Timer function creates an interval time that allows all
the functionality that is necessary for this type of application.

2.2.1 MATLAB™ Timer Function Usage
Introduced in Version 6.5 of the MATLAB software7, the ‘timer’ function provides
an interval timer object suitable for the needs of this system. The function is executed in the
form illustrated in Figure 2.2.

TimerHandle = timer(PropertyName0, Value0, PropertyName1 ,Value1, ...
PropertyNameN, ValueN);

Figure 2.2: MATLAB ‘timer’ Function Call.
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The figure shows that the function can take an arbitrary number of arguments to
define the initial properties of the Timer, such as the timer period, mode of operation, and
which callback functions to execute. A list of all available properties for the ‘timer’ object in
MATLAB has been included in Appendix B of this thesis.
The code used to initialize the data collection cycle time for the DarlGUI
application is listed in Figure 2.3. In the figure, one can see that in this case the timer is
initialized with no startup delay and in fixed rate mode, meaning when the timer is started
it will begin the counting process immediately and once the interval has passed it will
begin again. Also apparent is the usage of an object called ‘handles’ this is a structure
defined to hold handles (pointers) to every object in the application. In this case ‘handles’
is accessed to both store the handle for the newly constructed timer object, and to access
the text contained in the ‘Interval’ text field of the application (see Figure 2.4).
runfcn = @Timer_Run;
handles.stmr = timer('StartDelay',0, 'StartFcn',
'darlgui(''Timer_Start'',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo))', 'TimerFcn', runfcn, 'StopFcn',
'darlgui(''Timer_Stop'',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo))','Period',
str2double(get(handles.inter_text, 'String')),'ExecutionMode', 'fixedRate');

Figure 2.3: Initialization of Data Cycle Timer.
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Figure 2.4: Interval Text Entry Field.

Figure 2.5 illustrates a second timer object created to handle the countdown timer
implemented for user feedback. Once the main data cycle timer is started the countdown
timer displays the seconds remaining in the cycle. As seen in the figure the countdown timer
has no start up delay, is running in fixed rate mode an has a period of a single second. An
additional property, ‘BusyMode’, is also implemented. ‘BusyMode’ defines what should
happen if the interval completes before the previous interval event is completely handled, in
this case the events are queued and handled at the next earliest convenient time. Adjusting
this property allows the countdown timer to resynchronize with the main timer in the event
that the data cycle execution results in an unhandled countdown event.
handles.cdtmr = timer('StartDelay',0, 'TimerFcn', @CountDn, 'Period',
1,'ExecutionMode', 'fixedRate', 'BusyMode', 'queue');

Figure 2.5: Initialization of the Countdown Timer.
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The remaining definitions in the timer object calls pictured in Figure 2.3 and Figure
2.5 define the callback functions to be executed when the interval timer is started, stopped or
completes its interval. In fact, two different ways to point to a call back functions are
exhibited in these examples: first, the ‘at’ symbol in front of a function name will return a
pointer to the function; and second, directly referencing the function as an element in the
application. Both methods function in roughly the same manner, and happen to be utilized
in this application to illustrate that. Clearly, utilizing the ‘at’ operator saves in overall syntax
complexity, and presents itself as the preferred method. The next sections describe what
occurs in each of the timer callback functions reference above.

2.2.2 Data Cycle Timer Start Callback
Figure 2.6 is the complete source code for the callback function ‘Timer_Start’. The
function is executed when the timer is moved from the ‘Running: off’ state to the ‘Running:
on’ state, by asserting the ‘start’ function seen in Figure 2.7.
During execution, the first thing that the ‘Timer_Start’ callback function does is to
disable the input fields of the user interface. This practice is adopted to avoid situations
where the inputs might be modified while the application is in the midst of a data acquisition
cycle, therefore the disabling takes place at the earliest portion of the data cycle.
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function Timer_Start(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Timer_Start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
%disable user input on all variables in use
set(handles.inter_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.nbin_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.year_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.month_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.day_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.fp_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.fe_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.port_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.baud_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.timeout_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.bin_radio, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.ascii_radio, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.wd_text, 'Enable', 'off');
%open com port with user specified settings
global Com;
%create serial object for port selected in menu
temp = get(handles.port_menu, 'String');
Com = serial(char(temp(get(handles.port_menu, 'Value'))));
%set BaudRate based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.baud_menu, 'String');
set(Com, 'BaudRate', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.baud_menu, 'Value')))));
%set Timeout based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.timeout_menu, 'String');
set(Com, 'Timeout', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.timeout_menu, 'Value')))));
%if the tranfer protocal is Binary, then you must set the buffer to the size expected.
if(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text, 'String'))*24)+21);
else %exceed num of bytes expected for nbin of ascii results ***
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text, 'String'))*24)+21);
end
fopen(Com);
%get desired working direcotry(wd)
temp = get(handles.wd_text, 'String');
%make sure its formated correctly
if(temp(length(temp)) ~= '\')
temp = [temp, '\'];
set(handles.wd_text, 'String', temp);
end
%Check if exists and if not create it, let the user know one has been created.
if(exist(temp, 'dir') == 0)
q = ['Directory ''', temp, ''' does not exist, create it? (if no, select another
directory)'];
selection = questdlg(q, 'Create Directory','Yes','No','Yes');
switch selection,
case 'Yes',
q = strfind(temp, '\');
mkdir(temp([1:q(1)]), temp([q(1)+1:length(temp)]));
return
case 'No'
darlgui('stop_button_Callback',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo));
return
end
end

Figure 2.6: Callback Function for Data Cycle Timer Start.
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General Usage:
start(TimerHandle);
Specific Usage:
start(handles.stmr);

Figure 2.7: Usage of the Timer ‘start’ Function.

The next block of code, following the disabling block, is a portion where settings
from the values from the ‘Communication Settings’ portion of the interface are gathered and
applied to the serial communication object before opening the port. While the specifics of
this object and its properties are discussed in Chapter 2.3.2 and Appendix C, this portion of
code does introduce the use of the ‘get’ and ‘set’ functions which bear explanation.
The ‘get’ and ‘set’ functions allow the programmer to access and modify the internal
properties of an object, much like the ‘dot’ described in Chapter 2.1. However, because
syntax doesn’t allow the form “ObjectName.ProperyName.SubPropertyName” the
usefulness of these functions becomes apparent when trying to deal with objects whose
properties are themselves of an object type or structure. For instance, a serial object has a
property called “PinStatus” which contains a structure of the state of four separate status
pins, in order to retrieve the status of one of those pins one would need several lines of code
utilizing the ‘dot’ operator and a temporary variable or a single line with the ‘get’ function
(possibly nested).
Finally, the last block of code, below “fopen(Com);” utilizes the ‘get’ function and
several string manipulations to assess the desired working directory (the directory where data
files will be stored) provided by the user. If the directory does not exist, this portion of the
code also prompts the user, with a dialog box, of this situation and allows the option of
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creating the directory or returning the application to the ‘Stopped’ state to adjust the input,
and reattempt.

2.2.3 Data Cycle Timer Interval Callback
The call back function executed when the data cycle timer has run its defined
interval is shown in Figure 2.8. The function is called “Timer_Run”, and its primary task
is to complete the data acquisition transaction with the attached instrument via the serial
connection discussed in Section 2.3.
The first task to this end is to retrieve the handles for the entire application, and
using those handles the correct filename is formed using the current date/time
information. By checking the entry fields for prefix, extension, and desired date
stamping, a filename of the format “prefix[datestamp+hour].extension” is created. If the
data file exists in the current working directory it is opened for appending, otherwise a
new data file is created.
Once the data file is open, a ‘D’ (Dump) is sent to the instrument which prompts
the transmission of the current set of readings it has stored. Depending on whether the
user has selected the ‘binary’ or ‘ASCII’ formatting of the data, one of two ‘read’
functions are used to receive the data.
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%this function performs the serial exchange and storage of recieved data
function Timer_Run(arg1,arg2)
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
handles = guidata(findall(0, 'Tag', 'main_window'));
if(strcmp(get(handles.cdtmr, 'Running'), 'off'))
%start timer
start(handles.cdtmr);
end
global Com;
fname = do_filename(handles, clock);
set(handles.cdf_text, 'String', fname);
outfn = [get(handles.wd_text, 'String'), fname];
outfile = fopen(outfn, 'a');
fprintf(Com, 'D');
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Dump Requested.');
set(handles.ldc_text, 'String', datestr(now));
%keyboard
if(get(handles.ascii_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fgetl(Com);
elseif(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fread(Com);
end
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Data Recieved.');
fwrite(outfile,DAT);
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'File Written.');
fclose(outfile);
%disp('here');
fprintf(Com, 'R');
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Ping Requested.');

Figure 2.8: Callback Function for Data Cycle Timer Interval.

After the data has been written out to the file, a ‘R’ (Request) is sent to the
instrument, prompting another set of readings to begin recording. Once this signal has
been sent the ‘Timer_Run’ function completes it execution and will not be re-executed
until the completion of the timer’s next interval.
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2.2.4 Data Cycle Timer Stop Callback
Rounding out the callback functions for the data cycle timer is the ‘Timer_Stop’
function. This function executes when the timer object moves from the ‘Running: on’ state
to the ‘Running: off’ state, generally caused by the execution of the timer ‘stop’ function seen
in Figure 2.9.
General Usage:
stop(TimerHandle);
Specific Usage:
stop(handles.stmr);

Figure 2.9: Usage of the Timer ‘stop’ Function.

The ‘Timer_Stop’ function, shown in Figure 2.10, is used to clean up the actions of
the ‘Timer_Start’ function executed when the data acquisition mode was started. Therefore,
it closes access to the serial port, deletes the residual serial object, and re-enables user input
fields on the interface to allow reconfiguration before the next set of data acquisitions are
initiated.
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function Timer_Stop(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Timer_Stop (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
set(handles.cdf_text, 'String', 'None');
%disp('stop');
global Com;
fclose(Com);
delete(Com);

%re-enable user input for next execution
set(handles.inter_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.nbin_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.year_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.month_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.day_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.fp_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.fe_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.port_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.baud_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.timeout_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.bin_radio, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.ascii_radio, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.wd_text, 'Enable', 'on');
%end re-enables

Figure 2.10: Callback Function for Data Cycle Timer Stop.

2.2.5 Countdown Timer Interval Callback
The function of the countdown timer object is to provide a visual countdown for the
user. This countdown is indicative of the next data request/acquisition cycle, being driven by
the data cycle timer. Once the one second interval of the ‘cdtimer’ has expired, the function
shown in Figure 2.11 is executed.
function CountDn(arg1,arg2)
handles = guidata(findall(0, 'Tag', 'main_window'));
tl = str2num(get(handles.start_button, 'String'));
if(tl > 1)
set(handles.start_button, 'String', tl-1);
else
set(handles.start_button, 'String', str2double(get(handles.inter_text,
'String')));
end

Figure 2.11: Callback Function for Countdown Timer Object.
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The execution of the ‘CountDn’ function begins with the retrieval of the application
handles (for access to various elements of the user interface), and the subsequent retrieval of
the text contents of the ‘Start’ Button, initially the word ‘Start’. Then, after assessing the
numerical value of the text, the value is decremented. If the value of the ‘Start’ Button
contents are less than one, either zero or text (interpreted as Not A Number), then the value
is set to the user defined timer interval of the data cycle timer. This decrementing numeric
value, synchronized with the data cycle timer is the countdown timer and its appearance can
be seen in Figure 2.12. This particular addition was made primarily from an esthetic stand
point, however, from a functional stand point it provides feedback to the user that the
application has not ‘locked up’ and a clear indicator of the current progress toward the next
acquisition.

Figure 2.12: The visible countdown timer in DarlGUI.
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2.3 Serial Communication
With a means to sample the instrument at a determined frequency, the discussion
must turn to the topic of communication. Generally, in the field of instrumentation,
equipment is outfitted with some variation of serial communication. Serial communication
refers to a transmission channel on which all bits of a given packet are sent on a single (or
single pair of) wire(s), as opposed to a parallel approach where the packet is spread over a
number of conductors.
There are many variations of serial communication available. However, when
interfacing from a personal computer, the most common protocol, and the protocol in use
with the instrument in question, the Tracor Acoustic Profiling System (TAPS), is RS-232c.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the complete TAPS system on a workbench, of note is the serial
interface connector. Some details of this format of serial communication are discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 2.13: The TAPS system (serial connector).

2.3.1 RS-232c Standard
In this section the basics of RS-232c communications are discussed. For the
purposes of this research and in accordance with the requirements of the hardware in use,
the investigation will be limited to a discussion of asynchronous serial communication with
discussion of RS-232c voltage levels and pin outs. Very limited mention of additional control
signals is made.

Figure 2.14: The PC’s DB-9 Connector.
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The available interface to the TAPS is a nine pin connector pictured in Figure 2.14.
The individual pin descriptions looking at the instrument’s interface are as follows8:
o Pin 1 – Received Line Signal Detect, unused.
o Pin 2* – Transmitted Data, the pin from which data is sent to the PC.
o Pin 3* – Received Data, the pin from which the instrument receives
commands from the PC.
o Pin 4 – DTE Ready, the compliment of DCE Ready, a pin, driven by the PC,
that indicates the PC is connected and ready.
o Pin 5* – Signal Ground, provides a reference for voltages used in
communication.
o Pin 6 – DCE Ready, the compliment of DTE Ready, a pin,driven by the
instrument, that tells the PC a device is connected.
o Pin 7 – Clear to Send (CTS), input pin that allows the instrument to indicate
when it is ready for the next transmission (hardware flow control).
Compliment of RTS.
o Pin 8 – Request to Send (RTS), output pin to indicate a ‘waiting for data’
state (hardware flow control). Compliment of CTS.
o Pin 9 – Ring indicator, reserved for modem use, not used.
In the list above, the pins indicated with an asterisk (*) are the lines that were used in
by DarlGUI. The limited use of the available control signals was a decision made with a
mind towards the least number of connections necessary, for an application in which the PC
asserts each transaction.
A logic-level example of an asynchronous serial transmission can be seen in Figure
2.15. For RS-232c equivalent voltage levels for a logical ‘1’ and a logical ‘0’, are a negative
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voltage between 3 and 25 volts and a positive voltage between 3 and 25 volts, respectively.
That aside, the first item to note about the figure is that before the transmission starts and
after it completes the serial line sets at its rest position, a logical ‘1’. A transition to logical ‘0’
occurs and begins the transmission process, one bit-time later this signal, the start bit, ends
and the first bit of data is transmitted. A bit-time is defined as the duration of a single bit in a
serial transmission. Therefore, in this system where the transfer rate is 9600 bits per second
(Baud), the bit-time is defined as approximately 104 microseconds (1/9600 sec).

Figure 2.15: An 8-N-1 Data Transmission.

The caption of Figure 2.15 denotes the format as ‘8-N-1’, which describes a
transmission that has eight data bits, no parity bits, and 1 stop bit. Although 8 data bits are
used by DarlGUI, RS-232c allows the number of data bits to be 7, 8, or 9, where 8 is most
common, 7 is used for older ASCII applications, and 9 is rarely used. In our case parity is set
to ‘none’, but in the case it is set any other mode, such as ‘even’ or ‘odd’, an additional bit is
added to the data stream, to aide in the detection of errors. Table 2.1 summarizes the various
types of parity bits that can be utilized. Finally, the stop bit is sent to indicate the end of the
transmission. This establishes a logical ‘1’ for a minimum of one bit-time before the next
start bit is transmitted. Though only one stop bit is generally used, in some cases where
devices may need more time between transmissions and if no hardware flow control is in
use, multiple stop bits may be used.
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Parity Type Description
(N)one
No parity bit is added to the data bits.
If data bits contain an odd amount of ‘1’s, parity bit is ‘0’.
(O)dd
If data bits contain an even amount of ‘1’s, parity bit is ‘1’.
If data bits contain an odd amount of ‘1’s, parity bit is ‘1’.
(E)ven
If data bits contain an even amount of ‘1’s, parity bit is ‘0’.
(M)ark
Parity bit is set to ‘1’, always.
(S)pace
Parity bit is set to ‘0’, always.
Table 2.1: Types of Parity Bit.9

With notion of the electrical and physical concepts of asynchronous serial
communication, the next section discusses the software implementation of serial
communication in MATLAB.

2.3.2 MATLAB™ Serial Function Usage
Much like the timer object presented and discussed in Section 2.2, the serial object is
instantiated by the execution of the ‘serial’ function in a form shown in Figure 2.16. One will
notice that unlike the ‘timer’ function, the ‘serial’ function requires at least one argument in
the form of a serial port name to which to attach.

SerialHandle = serial(‘SerialPortName’, PortNamePropertyName0, Value0,
PropertyName1 ,Value1, ... PropertyNameN, ValueN);

Figure 2.16: MATLAB ‘serial’ Function Call.

To fully understand the implementation of the ‘serial’ object in the DarlGUI
application we must look back at the various timer callback functions discussed among the
subsections of chapter 2.2. In Figure 2.17, a section of the ‘Timer_Start’ function is been
shown.
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global Com;
%create serial object for port selected in menu
temp = get(handles.port_menu, 'String');
Com = serial(char(temp(get(handles.port_menu, 'Value'))));
%set BaudRate based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.baud_menu, 'String');
set(Com, 'BaudRate', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.baud_menu,
'Value')))));
%set Timeout based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.timeout_menu, 'String');
set(Com, 'Timeout', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.timeout_menu,
'Value')))));
%if the tranfer protocal is Binary, then you must set the buffer to
the
%size expected.
if(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text,
'String'))*24)+21);
else %exceed num of bytes expected for nbin of ascii results ***
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text,
'String'))*24)+21);
end
fopen(Com);

Figure 2.17: Creation of ‘serial’ Object in ‘Timer_Start’ function.

Unlike the generic and static execution shown in Figure 2.15, Figure 2.16 illustrates
the process of configuring the desired port settings based on user inputs. The baud rate and
communication timeout are determined from the selection of items in the related drop-down
menus, seen in Figure 2.18. Lastly, before the port is opened the input buffer size is
determined based on the data collection metric obtained from the field seen in Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.18: Communications Settings in DarlGUI.

Figure 2.19: ‘NBins’ Entry Field in the DarlGUI Interface.
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While subsequent references are made to the serial object (‘Com’), its usage is
consistent with the read and writes used with any ‘file’ operations, such as those discussed in
the next chapter. Likewise, the subsequent object removal is akin to the clean up associated
with any object and is not specific to the use of the ‘serial’ type.

2.4 File Input/Output
Having collected data from the instrument via an exchange of serial communication
transfers, the task befalling the application is to store the information. Since the application
was developed in MATLAB, storing the data into native structures, such as a matrix, array,
or vector was clearly an option. However, despite the fact that a native type would work well
with the current MATLAB analysis tools, a format allowing the flexibility of being able to
use other software on the data was deemed preferable.
To maintain the highest level of compatibility, the DarlGUI stores its acquired data
in the form of raw data files, either ASCII or binary depending on user selection. In either
format, these files contain a list of numbers representing soundings in the exact data format
supplied from the instrument. Since this file format was also used in the previous versions of
the software, all prior analysis tools can still be applied. This format also affords ease of
conversion to other formats, as well as the ease of development of new analysis tools. The
development of this form of file output is described in Section 2.4.1.

2.4.1 MATLAB™ File Input/Output
MATLAB’s approach to file input/output is very similar to that of the C and C++
languages. Much like C-style languages, a handle to a file (sometimes called a descriptor or
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pointer) is obtained via a function call, and subsequent actions on that file are completed
through use of this handle.
Figure 2.20 illustrates the usage of MATLAB’s ‘fopen’ function. As seen in the
figure, the function returns the desired handle as a result of being passed the name of a
file to open and a mode under which to open it. Table 2.2 lists the values available for the
‘Mode’ argument and the resulting modes they assert.

FileHandle = fopen(FileName, Mode);

Figure 2.20: MATLAB ‘fopen’ Function Call.

'r'

Open file for reading (default).

'w'

Open file, or create new file, for writing; discard existing contents, if any.

'a'

Open file, or create new file, for writing; append data to the end of the file.

'r+'

Open file for reading and writing.

'w+' Open file, or create new file, for reading and writing; discard existing contents, if any.
'a+'
'A'

Open file, or create new file, for reading and writing; append data to the end of the
file.
Append without automatic flushing; used with tape drives.

'W'

Write without automatic flushing; used with tape drives.
Table 2.2: Mode Values for MATLAB’s ‘fopen’.4
The call to the ‘fopen’ function in the DarlGUI application can be seen in Figure

2.21. In this usage, the desire is to open a data file to which to add new information. If the
file does not exist then the desire is to start a new file and begin putting information into it.
It was with these desires in mind that the ‘a’, or append, mode was selected.
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File I/O functions also utilized in DarlGUI and seen in Figure 2.21 include ‘fwrite’
and ‘fclose’. The ‘fwrite’ function takes the arguments of a handle to a file, and a segment of
data to write to said file. Here the data ‘DAT’ is the sounding data collected from the TAPS.
Lastly, the ‘fclose’ function is used to close the file handle previously opened in this
‘Timer_Start’ function.
These three function calls conclude the extent of file I/O in the DarlGUI
application. This level of integration is the direct product of utilizing a raw data file format.

outfile = fopen(outfn, 'a');
fprintf(Com, 'D');
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Dump Requested.');
set(handles.ldc_text, 'String', datestr(now));
%keyboard
if(get(handles.ascii_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fgetl(Com);
elseif(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fread(Com);
end
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Data Recieved.');
fwrite(outfile,DAT);
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'File Written.');
fclose(outfile);

Figure 2.21: File I/O in ‘Timer_Start’ function.

With the majority of the individual components of the application discussed the
remaining element that ties it all together is the graphical user interface. The sections to
follow discuss the development, components and the final integration of this interface.
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2.5 Graphical User Interface
In general, a graphical user interface (GUI) is implemented to allow users to
orchestrate complex tasks in a more simplified and/or intuitive manner. For instance, a piece
of software written to playback Digital Video Discs (DVDs), could very well be controlled
by typing a series of commands into a text command window, such as ‘play’, ‘stop’, or ‘seekf
150’, however for the everyday home user that would not be nearly as intuitive as an
interface that looked like their home remote control. This ability to form interfaces that
promote recognition and understanding in the user is perhaps the most useful trait of a GUI.
The interface of the DarlGUI application, allows this increased level of usability to
the end user. By shaping the final interface to emulate key features of the previous software
versions, the inevitable learning curve that accompanies new software was virtually
eliminated. Figure 2.22 presents the side-by-side comparison of the previously implemented
software and DarlGUI.
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Figure 2.22: Comparison of DarlGUI (bottom) and predecessor (top).

This GUI was assembled in the Graphical User Interface Development
Environment (GUIDE) included with MATLAB4. Details of the development in, and usage
of the GUIDE is described in the next section.

2.5.1 MATLAB GUIDE Tool
The interface building tool, GUIDE, which is included with MATLAB, provides a
graphical user interface for building complex graphical user interfaces in an intuitive manner.
Figure 2.23 shows the DarlGUI interface opened in GUIDE.
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With an interface similar to that of Visual Basic (VB), GUIDE provides a palate of
available tools and elements for implementation in the interface window. Also in very similar
fashion to VB, once an element has been place on the interface, its initial individual
properties can be modified. For instance, all of DarlGUI’s settings seen in Figure 2.23 are
hard coded and reflect the application’s appearance upon initial launch.

Figure 2.23: The DarlGUI interface in MATLAB’s GUIDE.

Once the visual elements of the interface have been arranged as desired, one must
turn attention to the underlying programming to code the functionality of the program. In
similar fashion to the timer objects discussed in Section 2.2.1, each element of the interface
has its own callback functions to handle events that occur. The most apparent of the event
triggering elements are the buttons: Start, Stop, and Quit.
With the majority of the data acquisition tasks being completed by the interval timer
callback functions, the primary functionality of the ‘Start’ and ‘Stop’ Button are to toggle the
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status of the timer to ‘Running = on’ and ‘Running=off’, repectively. These operations as
well as the ‘Close’ Button callback function can be found in Figure 2.24.
function start_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
if(strcmp(get(handles.stmr, 'Running'), 'off'))
%start timer
start(handles.stmr);
set(hObject, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.stop_button, 'Enable', 'on');
end
set(handles.start_button, 'String',
str2double(get(handles.inter_text, 'String')));
%--------------------------------------------------------------function stop_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
stop(handles.stmr);
stop(handles.cdtmr);
set(hObject, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.start_button, 'String', 'Start');
set(handles.start_button, 'Enable', 'on');
%--------------------------------------------------------------function quit_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
close;

Figure 2.24: DarlGUI Button Callback Functions.

While most of the remaining elements, primarily user settings fields, are static text or
dropdown selection lists, those fields that toggle other fields such as the ‘Mode’ radio
buttons in ‘Communication Settings’ require simple callback functions, as seen in Figure
2.25. In each of these callback functions, the sole directive of each button is to negate the
other, to provide a toggle-type appearance.
% --- Executes on button press in bin_radio.
function bin_radio_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.ascii_radio , 'Value', 0);
% --- Executes on button press in ascii_radio.
function ascii_radio_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.bin_radio , 'Value', 0);

Figure 2.25: Radio Button Callback Functions.
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Additional non-button type callback functions were also implemented in the ‘File
Properties’ portion of the interface. As seen in Figure 2.26, each of the individual fields has a
callback function associated with it, and once a change has been made to a field, the script
for updating the filename preview pane is executed.
function fp_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
function fe_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in year_check.
function year_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in month_check.
function month_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in day_check.
function day_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));

Figure 2.26: File Properties Callback Functions.

2.6 Conclusion
This concludes the discussion of the software tools and resulting development
process involved with the DarlGUI application. This chapter has digested the entire
application into a series of objects. These resulting objects were described, first, in terms of
their functionality in completing the data acquisition task, second, in regards to MATLAB
tools capable of the task, and, lastly, in terms implementation. For those wishing to explore
in further detail, the complete application source code is included in Appendix D.
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Chapter 3 – Network-based Acquisition Techniques

In data acquisition based research, once the means of measuring and collecting the
desired information is determined, the next task is returning the data to the laboratory for
analysis. In many cases the lab’s location is geographically separated from the site of data
collection. Indeed, often the purpose of such a system is to provide a means to measure or
observe phenomena without being physically present.
In the case of this research, the collection nodes, running DarlGUI, were housed in a
weather-proof enclosure located on the main dock of the Darling Marine Center (DMC), as
pictured in Figure 3.1. Since the TAPS, when deployed, requires power and a serial
connection to the host computer, the instrument is tethered with an umbilical one-hundred
fifty-two meters long. It is with that constraint in mind that the nodes are housed on the
dock, maximizing the area of the estuary readings that may be taken.
Figure 3.2 provides a sense of scale to the nearly 75 meters from the enclosure to the
nearest networked building. In this chapter, discussion focuses on overcoming the physical
separation of the data collection nodes and the research facility by investigating several
common networking techniques. The limitations and advantages of each technology are
examined.
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Figure 3.1: Enclosure for Data Collection Nodes at DMC.

Figure 3.2: Arial depiction of Distance from Dock Nodes to Networked Facility.10
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3.1 Dial-up Networking
Before the advent of the worldwide “internet” the most prominent long distance
infrastructure was the telephone system. Using a device called a modulator-demodulator
(modem) to translate digital information into audio-band equivalent signals, this phone
system can be used to transfer information. By placing a modem on both ends of an
established telephone connection, data can be transfered from a computer at one geographic
location to another.
While this technology allows data connections to be established where other
computer networks are not available, the telephone system is limited to a narrow band of
audio frequencies so the data rate of using a dial-up network is quite limited. A typical hourly
data collection from the TAPS is approximately one hundred forty kilobytes, a size lending
itself easily to the use of such a dial-up technology. The primary limitations of the dial-up
network are the low bandwidth, and cost and availability of the telephone system.

3.2 Ethernet
Currently, one the most prominent types of infrastructure for data communication is
Ethernet. Whether it is found at school, at work, or in the home, Ethernet provides an
excellent data rate and a very expandable topology.
Across a set of eight conductors arranged in four twisted pairs, a data rate of a
gigabit per second is achieved with this technology (IEEE 802.3). Though the standard is
capable a connection between two individual computers with a single eight conductor wire,
there is also the capacity for the commonly implemented tiered tree topology, shown in
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Figure 3.3. With the inclusion of the fiber optic based backbones, this tiered tree can be
expanded to include all the computers on the world wide ‘Internet’.

Figure 3.3: A Tiered Tree Network Topology.

With such a high level of expandability and bandwidth, this technology lends itself to
projects with a wide variety of data set sizes. Primary distance limitation of Ethernet is that a
single run of cable should extend no further than 100 meters from last piece of network
equipment11.

3.3 Wireless Ethernet
Building on the infrastructure of conventional Ethernet, Wireless Ethernet (IEEE
802.11) provides a means to network multiple computers from a single wireless transponder
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access point. While many variations of the IEEE 802.11 standard (Table 3.1) currently exist,
the most commonly available and implemented is ‘G’.
IEEE
802.11_
A

Year
Ratified
1999

B

1999

G

2003

Range w/ Full
Bandwidth(Max.)
12 m (90 m @ 6Mbps)

Bandwith
Up to
54Mbps
Up to
11Mbps
Up to
54Mbps

Frequency
5 GHz

30 m (91 m @ 1Mbps)

2.4 GHz

30 m (90 m @ 6Mbps)

2.4 GHz

Table 3.1: Commonly used IEEE 802.11 Standards. 12 13

Though range and throughput are currently somewhat limited as directly compared
to wired Ethernet, Wireless Ethernet provides the means to network when a physical cable
cannot be run, either because of physical obstacles or the mobility requirements of the target
computer.

3.4 Conclusion
In considering the aforementioned networking methods and the situation at the
Darling Marine Center (DMC) with regards to the TAPS data collection, the decision to
use IEEE 802.11g is clear5. Even though the bandwidth requirements of the project fall
well within the capabilities of a dial-up network, there is no access to the telephone
system from the dock and an additional cable would need to be run.
However, facing the task of running a new cable for the sake of expanding
infrastructure, no additional effort would be lost on running Ethernet instead. The
advantage of establishing a higher bandwidth connection between the dock and facility
would allow more advanced form of control to be implemented, and data distribution to
occur more quickly.
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Unfortunately, due to inclement weather conditions and the inability to bury or
hang such a cable at the DMC, wireless Ethernet remains as a viable option. The choice
to utilize IEEE 802.11g was driven by the availability, range and bandwidth it provides in
comparison to the other available wireless standards5.
With a solid concept of network technologies, the following chapter, Chapter 4,
discusses remote observation techniques. Some of these observation techniques make use
of a ‘computer network’, which can be considered to include one or more of the
technologies discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 – Remote Observation Methods

Once data has been collected into file form by the DarlGUI application, the next
task is to move the information from the remotely located data collection node to a more
accessible computer system for analysis. This process requires either moving the information
to the local workstation or devising a means to integrate the collection node into a network
infrastructure that is accessible from the local workstation.
While the previous chapter covered the various means, wired and wireless, to
connect the data collection node to the main research facility, the discussions in this chapter
will focus on the individual techniques for moving the information, primarily from the
standpoint of software options available. As cost is often a concern of the research
community the exploration will focus on the least expensive options first and will culminate
with the discussion of more expensive and specialized selection to complete the task.

4.1 Physical Retrieval
The simplest and lowest cost option is to utilize a form of removable media, and
physically collect the files and hand carry them back to lab for analysis.
At the beginning of this body of research, the data at the Darling Marine Center were
collected in this manner. A 3.5” floppy diskette was hand carried to the dock where the data
collection nodes (notebook computers) where housed in a weather proof enclosure. Once
the desired data was copied to the disk, it was then carried back to the lab. Though there are
certainly situations that require this manner of transportation, there are several venues of
improvement.
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While floppy diskettes have been utilized for quite a while, the reliability and capacity
of such a disk leaves much to be desired. Alternatives include writable/rewritable compact
discs (CD-R and CD-RW, respectively) and flash memory based devices such as Universal
Serial Bus (USB) Thumb Drives similar to the one pictured in Figure 4.1.
While CD-R(/W)s offer a capacity of approximately 500 times that of the floppy
disk and tend to be more reliable and durable, they require specialized hardware in the form
of CD writing drives and availability of media. If one wishes to implement a system on a
computer that does not have the required hardware and where adding such hardware is
costly in either a monetary or physical size, such as with a laptop or notebook computer,
CDs may not present the ideal solution.

Figure 4.1: A typical USB flash drive (shown with a 24 mm US quarter coin for scale).14

Alternatively, the USB flash drive can provide capacity, at the time of writing this
thesis, almost 5 times that of the compact disc media. The hardware requirements are
minimal considering that most computers built since the mid-1990s have one or more USB
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ports for peripheral use. Depending on the generation of the USB technology in question
transfer rates ranging from 1.5 – 480 megabits per second(Mb/s) can be expected15, this
compares favorably with the approximate 0.6Mb/s transfer rate of the standard floppy drive
is capable of16. The software requirements are also minimal for the USB drive, as it conforms
to the USB Mass Storage standards followed by most popular computer operating systems,
namely Microsoft Windows (since Windows 98 Second Edition), Linux/Unix and Apple
Macintosh systems.
Figure 4.2 provides a comparison of the three transport methods discussed in this
section. The first chart compares the media’s transportable size (where the thinnest
dimension is considered sufficiently comparable and therefore negligible), that is the size of
the media when in its respective case. In the field of size, the CD-R clearly is the largest in its
‘jewel case’ container. Whereas the USB flash drive is self contained and the smallest
(roughly 5 times smaller than a floppy diskette) in the comparison. Continuing to the second
graph it is apparent that, current to the writing of this thesis, the USB Flash drive capacity
roughly six times that of a compact disc and well over 2500 times the capacity of the floppy
diskette. Lastly in the third plot, it is very apparent that while the CD technology has
improved more than ten-fold the speed of the floppy diskette, based on the USB 2.0
specification, the flash drive is roughly 800 times faster than the floppy. 15 16 17
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Device Dimensions
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Based on these comparisons, it would appear that the USB flash drive is the best tool
for the purpose of physical data transportation. However, technology such as computer
networks remove the need to physically visit individual instruments or clusters of
instruments, and allow the user to collect and process the data from a single location.

4.2 Remote Computer Access via Local Area Network
Once the data collection node and the analysis workstation are both on a computer
network, the options for retrieval become more plentiful. Whether it is the sharing of files
with or taking control of the data collection node via remote desktop software, the
implementation or availability of a Local Area Network (LAN) immediately eliminates the
majority of the legwork involved with the remote data collection tasks.
By sharing a part or the whole of the file system of the data collection node on the
LAN, the data files on those computers become immediately available to the laboratory for
analysis. By utilizing a ‘shared file’ form of distribution, it allows the data collection
application designer to use more universal file input-output(I/O) methods as opposed to
more proprietary and complex Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol(TCP/IP)
methods. By letting the operating system handle the network file transportation, data can be
written quickly and directly to a file, with nearly no overhead, allowing process time to be
concentrated on data collection tasks.
While shared data files eliminate the need for physically retrieving the information
from the remote collection nodes, the requirement of local user interaction with the
acquisition application may still exist. To reduce the need for this, the use of remote desktop
control software may be implemented. Whether it is Microsoft’s Remote Desktop18, Apple’s
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Remote Desktop19 or the open-source RealVNC20 (virtual network computing), any variation
of this technology operates on a similar premise. That premise is that a server is running on
the target machine, in this case the data collection node. A client running on the local
workstation is used to connect to the server. With this client-server1 relationship established
the client sends inputs such as keystrokes and mouse movements to the server. The server
translates these to actions on that remote machine and the results are echoed via a remote
version of the desktop back to the client.
With remote desktop software implemented, any maintenance required to keep the
data collection node performing its required task can now be executed from a remote
location, and the resulting data collected can be retrieved through use of file sharing
technology. The need for any physical interaction has been effectively eliminated, but in the
event that the data are to be released to a larger body of researchers or the general public, the
model of simply sharing files may present issues with regard to security and access rights. To
relieve these concerns and avoid the loss or monopolizing of specific data sources, the
implementation of a widely used, multi-user platform such as the World Wide Web’s (Web)
Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) provides a means to share data files and
documentation in a very accessible and relatively secure way.

4.3 Standard Web Server
Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) is the technology that is responsible for what
many refer to as the “Web”. Though there are many variations of a web server software, one
of the industry leaders, is an open source alternative called Apache21. Though the topics
covered in this section by no means refer to Apache’s specific functionality, the author’s
experience is primarily with the Apache package, and therefore discussion will be from that
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perspective. That aside, the primary advantage to utilizing any web server for data
distribution is accessibility, and the inherent control of that accessibility.
This degree of improved accessibility can be attributed to the worldwide adoption of
the Web as a source of information. Generally speaking, an individual with a computer
system capable of connecting to the Internet will also have at least one ‘Web Browser’
application. Therefore, when the data is presented on a web server, to some degree, the
system requirements of retrieving it become somewhat negligible. Based on those
conditions, restricting access can become a more difficult task than providing it.
Moving from a basic shared file setup to a web server arrangement, ensures that
while the file is being shared, there is no likelihood of the same file being edited in the
repository by more than one party, each user that connects to the web server is presented
with essentially their own local copy of the data file as it existed when they accessed it. In
addition, the scope of the sharing is highly scaled by putting the web server directly on the
global internet rather than a local network.
While this initially would seem to be less secure than keeping the data and resulting
web server protected locally, the web server technology inherently provides an additional
layer of abstraction between the client and the server’s physical drive and operating system.
Beyond the layer of abstraction provided, if individual access rights are of concern, web
server applications provide mechanisms by which access of any particular file can require
authentication of a username and password. This degree of secure worldwide sharing clearly
facilitates collaboration with distant colleagues on data of local concern.
While this barely scratches the surface of what web technology exists and is capable
of, it clearly demonstrates the contribution it is capable of providing in terms of distribution
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of data in a scientific community. More complex implementations of web technology will be
discussed in Section 5.1 as a portion of the proposed future work.

4.4 The MATLAB™ Web Server
Considering the software developed as the primary portion of this research was
developed in the MATLAB™ environment, it is worthwhile to discuss an additional product
from MathWorks, the MATLAB Web Server22. At five hundred dollars for an individual
academic license, this software is the first to be discussed in this section that is not free.
However, if the expense of using the MATLAB environment is already shouldered then it
may make sense to continue extending the library of MathWorks software. With that in
mind, an exploration of the online documentation22 reveals several interesting facts about
this particular server application.
First of all this is not a standalone server. The MATLAB Web Server is an
application that provides the ability to process web-generated queries, such as submitted
form information, and returns a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) web page. The
functionality of the web page is still critically dependant on an existing web server such as
Apache being present, and the MATLAB Web Server acts as an additional type of Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) for that server. For instance, one could design a webpage that
prompted the user to enter values or select datasets, and then click a button. That button
would then prompt the server to execute a specific MATLAB script file, and the resulting
page returned will be based on the computations and values returned by the script executed.
Secondly, in addition to using the MATLAB Web Server as an HTML ‘Form Post’
method that then returns numerical results in a formatted HTML file, one can also pass the
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application to a script directly by entering an address of the following form into their web
browser either manually or via a hyperlink:
http://<your_domain>/cgi-bin/matweb.exe?mlmfile=<scriptname>&

This allows one to execute scripts that don’t require user input without using a form
to initiate it. For example, in a remote data collection case, one could visit a page, at an
address of the format shown above, that displays automatically the data collected in a
specific time frame by polling the current time. This feature allows for both a level of
simplicity with one-page script execution, and a level of complexity: a single page generated
with a form could become self generating or self updating.
Lastly, this package allows you to integrate and display MATLAB data plots in the
form of JPEG23 images in the generated web pages. When a plot is generated by the script
being executed, a handle field to that graphic called a ‘mlid’ can be retrieved. This handle can
be passed to the MATLAB server, which then generates a JPEG file of the plot, whose
name contains the ‘mlid’ identifier. The user can then use the resulting file name in
conjunction with proper HTML formatting to display the plot image in the resulting web
page that is generated. Utilizing some more advanced programming techniques, in both the
HTML template and the MATLAB script file, it is possible to add a sense of interactivity
with the resulting static image.
To conclude, the MATLAB Web Server package offers some attractive features for
users interested in directly displaying their collected data from the MATLAB environment.
Theoretically an individual with moderate MATLAB programming skills and basic HTML
web skills could use this package to deliver interfaces and behaviors that would possibly be
out of reach in more complicated web techniques without significant training.
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter began by discussing the common media used for the physical
transportation of data from a data collection computer to laboratory analysis computers. The
use of floppy diskettes was presented as a baseline for this technique and the impact of
technologies such as the compact disk and the USB flash drive were compared. The results
of a comparison, considering three pertinent metrics, suggested that a USB flash drive has
many advantages for the physical transportation method.
As the chapter continued, the investigation of data transportation on a computer
network was conducted with specific focus on several client-server technologies. The use of
a shared file system was discussed as a starting point with further exploration of web server
technologies as a superior way to both broaden general accessibility and restrict individual
accessibility. Lastly, the use and capability of the MathWorks’ MATLAB Web Server
software was explained, due to its relevance to the research in previous chapters.
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Chapter 5 – Concluding Remarks

This thesis illustrates the development of an application, DarlGUI, for the purpose
of collecting, organizing, and storing data from a TAPS instrument. The development
process included the characterization of the instrument’s command structure and data
communication methods, as well as an investigation of the necessary infrastructure to the
complete data collection tasks. Once the research phase was completed, the software
application itself was developed in an incremental fashion: by first writing smaller functional
building blocks and integrating the resulting modules into a fully functioning application.
With an eye towards software engineering principles, this modular approach was
implemented to structure the initial development as well as provide a level of ease for future
developers who wish to implement future improvements.
The development of the DarlGUI application was completed as a result of this thesis
work. It is currently in regular use at the Darling Marine Center (DMC) in Walpole, Maine,
and has recently been implemented at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)24
in Woods Hole, Massachusetts on Cape Cod. At the time of this writing, the software has
been in use for approximately one year. No known problems exist.

5.1 Future Work
In regards to the research and work completed in this thesis, there is room for future
expansion. A next logical step for the DarlGUI software might be the integration of the
analysis tools directly into the application, thereby allowing nearly real-time analysis of the
changing conditions surrounding the instrument. Alternatively, the DarlGUI application
could remain in its current form providing its data files to a separate web-based application
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that offers some degree of analysis and display. The back-end of such a web application
could be the storage of DarlGUI data into a MySQL database, and the generation of
dynamic PHP-based webpages.25
Taken in another direction the DarlGUI application could be expanded to handle
multiple instruments and perhaps multiple protocols and interfaces (e.g., Bluetooth or USB).
The ability to poll and store data from an array of devices with a single MATLAB-based
application would further aid studies looking for correlation of phenomena.
Lastly, as wireless network technology advances and instrument become more
compact and portable, one could expect to see the amount and range of data collected from
a single location to grow significantly. Ultimately, it is this idea of a being able to cast a wide,
wireless net of instruments into the sea that will solve the puzzles currently sought by the
marine science community.
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APPENDIX A – The DarlGUI User Interface

Figure A1: The Labeled DarlGUI Interface

Interface Features:
1) Execution Statistics Section – Provides the current status of the program in the data
collection process. Also included is the name of the data file currently being
written/appended and the time of the last data request.
2) Sampling Variables Section – Provides the user with the ability to change the interval
and amount of data collected during each data retrieval cycle.
3) Working Directory Section – Allows the user to specify where on their disk they
would like to store the collected data and resulting data file.
4) Start Button – Upon being pressed, the data polling process begins and this button
while being disabled (grayed out) also displays a count down timer to the next data
collection cycle. All user inputs on the interface are also disabled, with exception to
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the Stop and Quit buttons, when the Start button is asserted. The Start button
becomes re-enabled when the Stop button is asserted.
5) Stop Button – This button is disabled until the Start button is asserted, after which
time it becomes a means for the user to stop the data collection process. In addition
the stopping the process, once asserted, it also re-enables the user input fields and
the Start button. Thereby the user can reconfigure and restart the polling processes
very shortly after the ‘Stop’ signal has been sent.
6) File Properties Section – This portion of the interface gives the user limited yet
flexible access to the file naming scheme. The Prefix field also the user to decide the
base name for each data file written. The Extension field also the user to decide to
what extension the file is given (‘dat’ is default). Lastly, the option of including date
information in the filename is offered. The File Name Format field is a generated
example of the filename specified by the user in the preceding fields.
7) Communications Settings Section – This section provide the necessary options to
configure the serial communications protocol to be used with the attached
instrument. The Com Port Field allows the user to select the correct port for their
devices. The Baudrate field selectes the speed at which the communication will take
place. The Timeout field specifies the number of seconds to wait for requested data
before a Communication Error is asserted. Lastly, a set of radio buttons allow the
user to select whether the data is to be collected in ASCII or binary form. All settings
in this field should coincide with the settings of the device being polled.
8) Quit Button – This button will prompt for verification of intent from the user before
closing all current work and exiting the program.
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APPENDIX B – MATLAB™ ‘Timer’ Object Properties

Table B1: Timer Object Properties
Property Name

Property Description

Data Types, Values, and
Defaults

AveragePeriod

The average time between TimerFcn
executions since the timer started.
Note: Value is NaN until timer executes
two timer callbacks.

Data
type:
Default:
Read
only:

double
NaN
Always

BusyMode

Action taken when a timer has to execute
TimerFcn before the completion of
previous execution of TimerFcn.

Data
type:
Values:

Enumerated
string
'drop'
'error'
'queue'
'drop'

•
•
•

ErrorFcn

'drop' -- Do not execute the
function.
'error' -- Generate an error.
'queue' -- Execute function at next
opportunity.

Default:
Read
only:

Function that the timer executes when an Data
error occurs. This function executes before type:
the StopFcn..
Default:
Read
only:

ExecutionMode Determines how the timer object schedules Data
timer events.
type:
Values:

Default:
Read
only:
InstantPeriod

The time between the last two executions
of TimerFcn.
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Data
type:
Default:
Read
only:

While Running =
'on'
Text string,
function handle,
or cell array
None
Never

Enumerated
string
'singleShot'
'fixedDelay'
'fixedRate'
'fixedSpacing
'singleShot'
While Running =
'on'
double
NaN
Always

Table B1 (continued)
Name

User-supplied name

Data
type:
Default:

Text string
'timer-i', where i is
a number
indicating the ith
timer object
created this
session.
To reset i to 1,
execute the clear
classes command.
Never

Read
only:
ObjectVisibility

Period

Provides a way for application developers
to prevent end-user access to the timer
objects created by their application. The
timerfind function does not return an
object whose ObjectVisibility property is
set to 'off'. Objects that are not visible are
still valid. If you have access to the object
(for example, from within the M-file that
created it), you can set its properties.

Data
type:
Values:
Default:

Enumerated
string
'off'
'on'
'on'

Read
only:

Never

Specifies the delay, in seconds, between
executions of TimerFcn.

Data
type:
Value:
Default:
Read
only:

Running

Indicates whether the timer is currently
executing.

Data
type:
Values:
Default:
Read
only:

StartDelay

Specifies the delay, in seconds, between the Data
start of the timer and the first execution of type:
the function specified in TimerFcn.
Value:
Default:
Read
only:
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double
Any number >
0.001
1.0
While Running =
'on'
Enumerated
string
'off'
'on'
'off'
Always
double
Any number >=
0
0
While Running
='on'

Table B1 (continued)
StartFcn

Function the timer calls when it starts.

Data
type:
Default:
Read
only:

StopFcn

Function the timer calls when it stops. The Data
timer stops when
type:
•
•

•

Tag

You call the timer stop function
Default:
The timer finishes executing
Read
TimerFcn, i.e., the value of
TasksExecuted reaches the limit set only:
by TasksToExecute.
An error occurs
(The ErrorFcn is called first,
followed by the StopFcn.)

User supplied label

Text string,
function handle,
or cell array
None
Never

Text string,
function handle,
or cell array
None
Never

Data
type:
Default:
Read
only:

Text string
''(empty string)
Never

TasksToExecute Specifies the number of times the timer
should execute the function specified in
the TimerFcn property.

Data
type:
Value:
Default
Read
only:

double
Any number > 0
1
Never

TasksExecuted

The number of times the timer has
executed TimerFcn since the timer was
started.

Data
type:
Value:
Default:
Read
only:

double
Any number >=
0
0
Always

TimerFcn

Timer callback function.

Data
type:

Text string,
function handle,
or cell array
None
Never

Default:
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Read
only:
Type

Identifies the object type

Data
type:
Value:
Read
only:

Text string
'timer'
Always

UserData

User-supplied data

Data
type:
Default:
Read
only:

User-defined
[]
Never

Table B1: Timer Object Properties
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APPENDIX C – MATLAB™ ‘Serial’ Object Properties

The table below provides a listing of the Properties associated with the ‘serial object’
in MATLAB.
Table C1: Serial Object Properties
Property Name
ByteOrder: [ littleEndian | bigEndian ]
BytesAvailable
BytesAvailableFcn
BytesAvailableFcnCount
BytesAvailableFcnMode: [ terminator | byte ]
BytesToOutput
ErrorFcn
InputBufferSize
Name
OutputBufferSize
OutputEmptyFcn
RecordDetail: [ compact | verbose ]
RecordMode: [ overwrite | append | index ]
RecordName
RecordStatus
Status
Tag
Timeout
TimerFcn
TimerPeriod
TransferStatus
Type
UserData
ValuesReceived
ValuesSent
SERIAL specific properties:
BaudRate
BreakInterruptFcn
DataBits
DataTerminalReady: [ on | off ]
FlowControl: [ none | hardware | software ]
Parity: [ none | odd | even | mark | space ]
PinStatus
PinStatusFcn
Port
ReadAsyncMode: [ continuous | manual ]
RequestToSend: [ on | off ]

Default Value
littleEndian
0*
48
terminator
0*
512
Serial-COMn
512
compact
overwrite
record.txt
off*
closed*
10
1
idle*
serial*
[]
0*
0*
9600
8
on
none
none
*
COMn*
continuous
on
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StopBits
Terminator

1
LF
* Denotes Read-Only
Table C1: Serial Object Properties.
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APPENDIX D – DarlGUI Application Source Code

The following is the complete MATLAB™ M-file source code for the application
developed and distributed to the Darling Marine Center (DMC) in Walpole, Maine. When
executed in conjunction with the figure in Appendix A it provides the necessary functionality
for the project completion outlined in this paper.

function varargout = darlgui(varargin)
%DARLGUI M-file for darlgui.fig
%DARLGUI, by itself, creates a new DARLGUI or raises the existing
%singleton*.
%
%H = DARLGUI returns the handle to a new DARLGUI or the handle to
%the existing singleton*.
%
%DARLGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%function named CALLBACK in DARLGUI.M with the given input arguments.
%
%DARLGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new DARLGUI or raises the
%existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%applied to the GUI before darlgui_OpeningFunction gets called. An
%unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
%stop. All inputs are passed to darlgui_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%*See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
%instance to run (singleton)".
%
%See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
%Edit the above text to modify the response to help darlgui
%Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',
mfilename, ...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @darlgui_OpeningFcn, ...
'gui_OutputFcn', @darlgui_OutputFcn, ...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ...
'gui_Callback',
[]);
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end
if nargout
[varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
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else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT

% --- Executes just before darlgui is made visible.
function darlgui_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin
command line arguments to darlgui (see VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for darlgui
handles.output = hObject;
runfcn = @Timer_Run;
handles.stmr = timer('StartDelay',0, 'StartFcn',
'darlgui(''Timer_Start'',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo))', 'TimerFcn', runfcn,
'StopFcn', 'darlgui(''Timer_Stop'',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo))','Period',
str2double(get(handles.inter_text, 'String')),'ExecutionMode',
'fixedRate');
handles.cdtmr = timer('StartDelay',0, 'TimerFcn', @CountDn, 'Period',
1,'ExecutionMode', 'fixedRate', 'BusyMode', 'queue');
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
%generate initial dynamic UI program variables
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
%create timer that will handle data sampling
% UIWAIT makes darlgui wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.main_window);

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = darlgui_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject
handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{1} = handles.output;

% --- Executes on button press in start_button.
function start_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to start_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
if(strcmp(get(handles.stmr, 'Running'), 'off'))
%start timer
start(handles.stmr);
set(hObject, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.stop_button, 'Enable', 'on');
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end
set(handles.start_button, 'String', str2double(get(handles.inter_text,
'String')));
% --- Executes on button press in stop_button.
function stop_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to stop_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
stop(handles.stmr);
stop(handles.cdtmr);
set(hObject, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.start_button, 'String', 'Start');
set(handles.start_button, 'Enable', 'on');
% --- Executes on button press in quit_button.
function quit_button_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to quit_button (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
close;
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function timeout_menu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to timeout_menu (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

% --- Executes on selection change in timeout_menu.
function timeout_menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to timeout_menu (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns timeout_menu contents
as cell array
%
contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from
timeout_menu

function baud_menu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to baud_menu (see GCBO)
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% eventdata
% handles
called

reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns

% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

% --- Executes on selection change in baud_menu.
function baud_menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to baud_menu (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns baud_menu contents as
cell array
%
contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from
baud_menu

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function port_menu_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to port_menu (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

% --- Executes on selection change in port_menu.
function port_menu_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to port_menu (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns port_menu contents as
cell array
%
contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item from
port_menu
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function fp_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to fp_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

function fp_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to fp_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of fp_text as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of fp_text
as a double
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function fe_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to fe_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

function fe_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to fe_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of fe_text as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of fe_text
as a double
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
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% --- Executes on button press in year_check.
function year_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to year_check (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of year_check
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in month_check.
function month_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to month_check (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of month_check
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in day_check.
function day_check_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to day_check (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of day_check
set(handles.fnp_text, 'String', do_filename(handles));
% --- Executes on button press in bin_radio.
function bin_radio_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to bin_radio (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of bin_radio
set(handles.ascii_radio , 'Value', 0);
% --- Executes on button press in ascii_radio.
function ascii_radio_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to ascii_radio (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of ascii_radio
set(handles.bin_radio , 'Value', 0);
%This function produces a desired file name for file of collected data
%it returns its string as an option and also will take a time structure
%produced by CLOCK for customized file name for use in file creation
%routine.
function fnstr = do_filename(handles, timestrc)
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% timestrc
time structure (see CLOCK)
filename = '';
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withnums = exist('timestrc', 'var');
pre = get(handles.fp_text, 'String');
filename = pre;
if(get(handles.year_check, 'Value'))
if(withnums)
filename = [filename, int2str(timestrc(1))];
else
filename = [filename, 'YYYY'];
end;
end
if(get(handles.month_check, 'Value'))
if(withnums)
if(timestrc(2) < 10)
filename = [filename, '0', int2str(timestrc(2))];
else
filename = [filename, int2str(timestrc(2))];
end
else
filename = [filename, 'MM'];
end;
end
if(get(handles.day_check, 'Value'))
if(withnums)
if(timestrc(3) < 10)
filename = [filename, '0', int2str(timestrc(3))];
else
filename = [filename, int2str(timestrc(3))];
end
else
filename = [filename, 'DD'];
end;
end
if(withnums)
if(timestrc(4) < 10)
filename = [filename, '0', int2str(timestrc(4)), '.',
get(handles.fe_text, 'String')];
else
filename = [filename, int2str(timestrc(4)), '.',
get(handles.fe_text, 'String')];
end
else
filename = [filename, 'HH.', get(handles.fe_text, 'String')];
end
fnstr = filename;

% --- Executes when user attempts to close main_window.
function main_window_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to main_window (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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%Provides clean up for global timers and COM devices on close
%Called as the figure property CloseRequestFcn.
selection = questdlg('Close TAPS Data Collection Utility?', 'Close
Verification','Yes','No','Yes');
switch selection,
case 'Yes',
stop(handles.stmr);
delete(handles.stmr);
stop(handles.cdtmr);
delete(handles.cdtmr);
% Hint: delete(hObject) closes the figure
delete(hObject);
case 'No'
return
end

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function inter_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to inter_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
% called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

function inter_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to inter_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of inter_text as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
%
inter_text as a double
%make sure the timer is running at the user specified rate
set(handles.stmr, 'Period', str2num(get(hObject, 'String')));
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function nbin_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to nbin_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
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%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

function nbin_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to nbin_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of nbin_text as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
%
nbin_text as a double
%this function disables all user input besides control buttons and
%opens
%the COM port.
function Timer_Start(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Timer_Start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
%disable user input on all variables in use
set(handles.inter_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.nbin_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.year_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.month_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.day_check, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.fp_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.fe_text, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.port_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.baud_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.timeout_menu, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.bin_radio, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.ascii_radio, 'Enable', 'off');
set(handles.wd_text, 'Enable', 'off');
%end disables
%open com port with user specified settings
global Com;
%create serial object for port selected in menu
temp = get(handles.port_menu, 'String');
Com = serial(char(temp(get(handles.port_menu, 'Value'))));
%set BaudRate based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.baud_menu, 'String');
set(Com, 'BaudRate', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.baud_menu,
'Value')))));
%set Timeout based on menu selection
temp = get(handles.timeout_menu, 'String');
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set(Com, 'Timeout', str2num(char(temp(get(handles.timeout_menu,
'Value')))));
%if the tranfer protocal is Binary, then you must set the buffer to the
%size expected.
if(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text,
'String'))*24)+21);
else %exceed num of bytes expected for nbin of ascii results ***
set(Com, 'InputBufferSize', (str2num(get(handles.nbin_text,
'String'))*24)+21);
end
fopen(Com);
%get desired working direcotry(wd)
temp = get(handles.wd_text, 'String');
%make sure its formated correctly
if(temp(length(temp)) ~= '\')
temp = [temp, '\'];
set(handles.wd_text, 'String', temp);
end
%Check if exists and if not create it, let the user know one has been
%created.
if(exist(temp, 'dir') == 0)
q = ['Directory ''', temp, ''' does not exist, create it? (if no,
select another directory)'];
selection = questdlg(q, 'Create Directory','Yes','No','Yes');
switch selection,
case 'Yes',
q = strfind(temp, '\');
mkdir(temp([1:q(1)]), temp([q(1)+1:length(temp)]));
return
case 'No'
darlgui('stop_button_Callback',gcbo,[],guidata(gcbo));
return
end
end

%this function performs the serial exchange and storage of recieved
data
function Timer_Run(arg1,arg2)
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
handles = guidata(findall(0, 'Tag', 'main_window'));
if(strcmp(get(handles.cdtmr, 'Running'), 'off'))
%start timer
start(handles.cdtmr);
end
global Com;
fname = do_filename(handles, clock);
set(handles.cdf_text, 'String', fname);
outfn = [get(handles.wd_text, 'String'), fname];
outfile = fopen(outfn, 'a');
fprintf(Com, 'D');
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Dump Requested.');
set(handles.ldc_text, 'String', datestr(now));
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%keyboard
if(get(handles.ascii_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fgetl(Com);
elseif(get(handles.bin_radio, 'Value'))
DAT = fread(Com);
end
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Data Recieved.');
fwrite(outfile,DAT);
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'File Written.');
fclose(outfile);
%disp('here');
fprintf(Com, 'R');
set(handles.stat_text, 'String', 'Ping Requested.');
%this function executes all clean up necessary when the sampling
%procedure is stopped.
function Timer_Stop(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to Timer_Stop (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
set(handles.cdf_text, 'String', 'None');
%disp('stop');
global Com;
fclose(Com);
delete(Com);

%re-enable user input for next execution
set(handles.inter_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.nbin_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.year_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.month_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.day_check, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.fp_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.fe_text, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.port_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.baud_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.timeout_menu, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.bin_radio, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.ascii_radio, 'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.wd_text, 'Enable', 'on');
%end re-enables

% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all properties.
function wd_text_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to wd_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
empty - handles not created until after all CreateFcns
called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on Windows.
%
See ISPC and COMPUTER.
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if ispc
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor','white');
else
set(hObject,'BackgroundColor',get(0,'defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor'))
;
end

function wd_text_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject
handle to wd_text (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles
structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of wd_text as text
%
str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of wd_text
%
as a double

function CountDn(arg1,arg2)
handles = guidata(findall(0, 'Tag', 'main_window'));
tl = str2num(get(handles.start_button, 'String'));
if(tl > 1)
set(handles.start_button, 'String', tl-1);
else
set(handles.start_button, 'String',
str2double(get(handles.inter_text, 'String')));
end
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